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Sourdough Terminology
Sourdough 

Starter 

Feeding

Levain 

Hydration 

Stretching 

Fermentation

Flour(s)



Tips and Tricks

Scale
Good flour
Good salt
Starter container
Bread lame (sharp knife, exacto
knife)
Dutch oven (not required, but
helpful)
Filtered water
Banneton basket
Bench scraper

Recommended equipment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Flour(s)

Starter Maintenance - Keeping your starter happy is the key to great

sourdough! It needs to be fed regularly (flour & water) and ideally is fed

twice before baking bread recipes. Once you pull from your starter for a

recipe, feed again and place in the fridge if you aren't immediately

baking with it again. It can be kept in the fridge for weeks! If it has dark

liquid (hooch) or hard patches on top, just remove and keep going! 

The climate of your home matters! 
 Baking in the winter in your colder
home takes more time.In the
summer, my bulk fermentation
period is often 2-3 hours, In the
winter it feels like it takes all day!   

Ingredients matter! Flour can go rancid, water that's chlorinated can

impact your rise (use filtered or let sit out overnight and the chlorine will

evaporate!), iodized salt can deter rising too. Seek better ingredients to

yield the best loaf!  

Fermentation times - It is easy to over and under proof your loaf. A loaf is one
that did not have enough rising time and will produce dense loaf. Over proofing
your dough is when is rose too long and the yeast is spent. Over proofing will
result in a flat loaf. I go by sight (40-50% increase in size) and touch (springy
and bounces back when indented).



Basic Sourdough Loaf
600 grams flour (~5
cups)
1.5 tspn salt
150 grams
sourdough starter(~1
cup)
300 grams filtered
water (~ 2 cups) 

Ingredients:

Measure your flours into a large bowl. Combine with salt.

In another large bowl, mix together the starter and water. 

Using your hands, combine the wet ingredients into the dry until a

shaggy dough forms. 

Let the dough rest for 20 minutes. 

After 20 minutes, plop dough onto a lightly floured coutner and

knead until the dough comes together completely and is smooth. 

Place back in a floured or greased bowl. Rest for 30 minutes.

Stretch and fold the dough. Repeat this process 3 times, every 30

minutes.

Let the dough bulk rise for 3-5 hours.

Remove the dough and shape into a loaf. Place the loaf into a

heavily floured banneton basket or bowl lined with floured towel. 

Refrigerate dough for at least one hour, preferably overnight. 

Directions:
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Basic Sourdough Loaf
600 grams flour (~5
cups)
1.5 tspn salt
150 grams
sourdough starter(~1
cup)
300 grams filtered
water (~ 2 cups) 

Ingredients:

Directions (con't):

11. Place your covered dutch oven into your oven. Preheat to 500

degrees for at least 30 minutes. 

12.  When your ready, gently place loaf into dutch oven or on a piece of

parchment paper. Score the loaf. Quickly replce the lid to the dutch oven

and place back into oven. 

13. Cook covered for 30 minutes, Remove lid and cook for another 15

minutes or until bread is deeply golden and hollow when tapped on the

bottom.

14. Remove from the oven and dutch oven. Let cool at least 1 hour

before slicing into it!  

NOTES:



Thank you!
From one sourdough baker to another, my

door, email, and phone is always open! I am

continually learning in growing in my craft as

well. Never hesitate to ask questions, try new

recipes, and share your successes ! 

Thank you for learning the art of sourdough

with me!

Amanda 


